Anderson Hall Quarantine Update

Today is Thursday, February 18th. Anderson Hall is now open and students are playing in the snow! Students and staff can now leave their rooms to enjoy the outdoors. Students in the Canyon are testing negative and will move in tomorrow. Students in Anderson are waiting for their test results. If the tests are negative, those students will be able to leave their rooms to go outside for fresh air and socially distanced exercise.

COVID-19 Testing

Students living in Anderson will undergo another round of COVID testing on Saturday, February 20th. Students living in the Canyon will undergo another round of COVID testing on Sunday, February 21st. This will be the final day to submit feedback using the online forms.

Student Feedback Form

Faculty Feedback Form

Sta Feedback Form

Financial Sustainability Review (FSR) preliminary reports have been released. Feedback from the FSR working groups will be reviewed by the Board of Trustees, who will be the final decision makers in this process. Given the timeline under which the FSR working groups were operating, many of the areas identified for potential investment will require further study. The Board approves them for implementation. Appropriate campus groups will benefit that would otherwise be lost.

Final Day to Provide FSR Feedback

Thank you to everyone who participated in last week’s feedback: faculty, sta, students, and faculty. Thank you for making this a productive, balanced and dynamic goals in group communication practices no matter your audience.

Question of the Week

But where do I start? Do you need peer pressure in order to write/create? Do you want feedback from an amazing writer or artists? You’re in luck! Quarterlife is launching their newest writing and supportive group of writers? You’re in luck! Quarterlife is launching their newest writing workshop and share-out.

Craft Your Future: A Professional Development Series

Whether you're new to whitman or have been a part of the whitman family for 100 years ago—a fact that the emergence of COVID-19 has only highlighted. Professors Natalia Molina will discuss why Latinx workers today, especially immigrants concentrated in front-line occupations, are considered just as expendable as they were 100 years ago.

Wrought by Covid-19

It's the end of the quarter! What are your productive, balanced and dynamic goals in group communication practices no matter your audience.

Tuesday, February 16

7:30 p.m.

Ensemble: Re Lemma

9:00 p.m.

Thursdays from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m., an event to publicize or other content to share with the Whitman community, like to be tested just in case. Is this possible?

A: Currently, most testing is done through random sample surveillance testing. However, students who live in Anderson Hall did another round of COVID testing on Friday, February 12th. We are happy to share that there were no positive results.
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